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Pre-Marriage and Weddings 

Topics That Must Be Discussed 

Detailed Outline  

Part 3 of 3 

I. Major Topics 

A. Spiritual Life as Individuals and as a Couple 

This includes spiritual gifts and how to building each other up spiritually. 

B. How to Handle Conflict  

1. Often the couple will come from two different cultures of dealing with conflict. One may 
come from a family that deals with is in silence, and another may come from a home where 
they shout and yell.  

2. When this couple comes together, they obviously will have to come to some solution of 
how they are going to deal with conflict.  

C. Dealing with and Reconciling Differences 

1. Church - Where they are going to attend after they are married? 

2. Denominational or Theological Differences 

3. Personal Preferences 

4. Convictions 

a) Each individual is going to have their own convictions.  

b) In Romans 14 and 15, it seems to me that you are not to impose your convictions 
upon another person.  

c) This is an area where the headship of the husband and the submission of the wife 
have to be looked at very carefully.  

1) I would say to a husband, don’t ever impose your convictions upon your wife.  

2) Don’t ever force her to violate her convictions in the name of submission.  

d) Some of those convictions will come in areas such as their sexual relationship, and 
will need to be resolved well because they are very deep and personal convictions. 

5. Children 

a) How many?   

b) How soon?   

c) How will you discipline and train your children into the knowledge of our Lord? 

D. Gender roles 

1. This is not a time that honors the biblical roles assigned to husbands and wives.  

2. We also need to be very careful we don’t misinterpret the biblical roles also.  
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3. Spiritual Leadership and Submission 

a) I’ve seen some young women who would look at a man and say, there’s a man who’s 
a spiritual leader. The reality was, he was just domineering. It looked spiritual, but 
when you marry and it becomes a pattern of life, that may become an autocratic style 
of leadership. 

b) A real leader may not have that same forcefulness that seemed attractive. 

c) A submissive wife is not just a doormat who never speaks up! 

d) These matters need to be worked through when talking about marriage. 

4. Example from Scripture: 1 Samuel 25 – Abigail and her interaction with David. 

a) Abigail’s husband Nabal was a fool. He declined the request to give an offering or gift 
to David and his men. David was intent on killing off Nabal and every male in his 
household.  

b) When Abigail set out with the goods that David had requested, it was clearly against 
her husband’s command or wishes.  

c) Submission is not necessarily doing everything your superior says.  

d) Submission, as I understand Scripture, is subordinating your interests to those of the 
one to whom you are submitting.  

1) Abigail subordinates her interests to those of her husband and risks her life to 
save her husband’s life.  

2) Interestingly, she was also submissive to David her king, because she told him in 
a submissive manner that shedding blood would be detrimental to his kingdom 
when he became king of Israel.  

3) So David was persuaded by a submissive argument from her, and later when 
Nabal died, David married her. 

E. Matthew 18 – Church Discipline and Marriage 

1. Somehow, when you talk about church discipline, families seem to think that families are 
exempt. They think that “family matters” are private and to be dealt with only within the 
family.  

2. But as I understand Matthew 18, it very much applies to marriage!  

a) A husband and wife need to understand that if something comes up that is 
potentially destructive, it is the church that is to come alongside with the process in 
Matthew 18 with the purpose of saving that marriage.  

b) I think this needs to be emphasized to the couple from early on. 

F. Divorce  

1. Make sure the couple has read the text and that they understand clearly the restrictions of 
what God permits for divorce.  

2. If it is a biblical divorce, remarriage is possible.  
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3. I don’t ever think that divorce is something that should ever be advocated as the better 
option, but I do believe it is a possibility in very limited circumstances –  

a) Immorality on the part of one of the mates  

b) Desertion by an unbelieving spouse.  

G. Parents 

1. Leaving and cleaving is a very difficult matter for couples to deal with.  

2. But they must do so if they are to have a union that is not overridden by family pressures.  

3. Therefore, this should be discussed during the pre-marriage preparation process. 

H. Any Hidden Sins 

They are undoubtedly going to come forth in the context of the marriage and need to be dealt 
with ahead of time. 

II. Some Questions and Answers 

A. Who should the church authorize to marry? 

1. I come from the state of Texas, and according to the state laws, any officer of the church or 
anyone sanctioned by officers of the church can perform weddings.  

2. We would likely authorize any elder or deacon, and in some cases other qualified men to 
conduct a wedding ceremony. 

B. Should the church/officiant charge for conducting a marriage? Should the church charge 
for its services? 

1. I personally believe that, when I perform a wedding, I do it as part of the church’s ministry. 
So I ask people not to give.  

2. If people give anyway, I sign that over to the church and the financial secretary sends a 
thank-you note (so it is obvious I did not keep the gift). 

3. The reason is, I want to be able to say no if at any point it goes against my convictions, and 
I also want to freely proclaim the message that God has given to me in the ceremony. 

4. The Church Building 

a) In our church we do not charge members for the use of the building.   

b) Outsiders would be charged for costs (cleaning, set up, lock and unlock). 

C. Gay Marriage – How will this impact the church and weddings? 

1. I believe we will see a day when the activists in that community will put the Church to the 
test.  

2. But I think that our pre-marriage program is intensive and extensive enough that you 
won’t have very many pursuing their way through that. And since it is only the people who 
meet the qualifications and agree to the principles that we agree to marry, it will be harder 
for activists to cry “discrimination.”  

D. The Use of Alcohol and Tobacco at Weddings/Receptions at the Church 

1. It is common to ask people not to smoke in public buildings, so the couple just needs to be 
reminded of this.   
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2. The issue of alcohol often has roots that have to do with whatever part of the country you 
are in. For example, in our part of the world (the South) the use of alcohol (in punch, at the 
reception) is more common.   

a) It is not my preference, but I have been a part of a wedding where alcohol was used 
in moderation, and it was not a problem. 

b) We don’t encourage it, but have allowed it, with the understanding that we do not 
wish for abuses in this area, and we hold the couple accountable to see to it that this 
is kept under control.  

E. Special Situations 

1. Marrying Two Non-Christian 

a) I did one such wedding. You can do it as an agent of the state and slip the Gospel in 
during the counseling process.  

b) That marriage was a disaster, and I don’t plan to perform any non-Christian 
weddings anymore. There are plenty of others who can do their ceremony for them if 
they wish. 

c) I’ve concluded that I’m a minister of the Gospel, so I’m only going to do ceremonies 
where the couple is committing to the Gospel. 

2. One Mate Unsaved 

a) I’ve been here.  In this case, a young man had gotten a young woman pregnant, and 
afterward he had gotten saved and was growing like crazy. But the couple had clearly 
become one flesh, and they wanted to get married.   

b) After serious consideration by the elders, we would have done this marriage. I would 
have married them, but someone else did the ceremony. However, during the 
deliberation process, I explained to the unbelieving bride-to-be that 1 Corinthians 7 
says she could walk away, and this was her time to do it. I told her, “Your intended 
has become a Christian, and he is no longer going to be the same person that you first 
knew.  Are you willing to marry him and to stay in the marriage, knowing this?” She 
said, “Yes.” 

3. Divorce and Remarriage – See earlier discussion on this topic. 

4. The couple is separated by great distance (for example, the fiancé is in the military and is 
overseas). 

a) At our church, we have done several pre-marriage programs long-distance.  

b) We will often utilize a mature Christian leader where the distant party is located and 
talk frequently with the other mentor as well as with both individuals.   

c) Nowadays, with Skype and modern communication there are various options.   

F. Have I ever opted out of a wedding?   

1. Yes, it was because one of the partners was simply not taking the commitment seriously.   

2. To my surprise, they did get serious, and so I did marry them in the end.   

III. Biblical Texts That Should Be Covered (Not in Video) 

A. Genesis 1-3 
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B. All of Proverbs  

1. This is really crucial, because Proverbs enables us to identify character (the fool, the 
scoffer, the sluggard, the naïve, the wise).   

2. Proverbs also tells us what kind of people we should avoid.  For example, we should not 
associate with someone given to anger (Prov. 22:24).  If this is so, why would you ever 
marry a person with anger issues? 

C. 1 Samuel 25 (The Story of David and Abigail: What Submission Looks Like) 

D. Ephesians 5; 1 Peter 3 

E. Philippians 2 

IV. Suggestions Concerning Wedding Plans 

A. Take charge at the rehearsal, so that the couple knows that you know what you are 
doing.  

I tell the couple that I have everything written down, so if they forget it, I still have it (the vows 
etc.). 

B. Much of weddings is cultural, not biblical. What can be done to make the ceremony more 
biblical? 

C. Preach the Gospel! 

1. At one wedding I performed, the couple had wandered far away from God before they got 
married. When they came down the isle, they stopped and everyone sang “To God Be the 
Glory.” 

2. Encourage the couple to take initiative and leadership to make the ceremony say what 
they want it to say in presenting the Gospel. The guests are much more likely to listen to 
what the couple has to say than what you or I as the officiant says. 

 

 


